### Selections: March 2020

#### A Long Petal of the Sea by Isabel Allende

Brilliant! An interesting take on immigration and freeing persecution.

#### American Dirt by Lori Foster

The harrowing journey of a mother fleeing Mexico with her son. So much controversy for such a well written book with a poignant subject.

#### Into the Fire by Gregg Hurwitz

I LOVE this series! I am so thrilled that Joey is back! And the ending—oh my!

#### Long Bright River by Liz Moore

Gritty tale of two sisters—one who suffered with addiction and the other who wants to be accepted as a cop. Good plot!

#### Waisted by Randy Susan Meyers

A gripping story about body image, acceptance, and reality television. Poignant and funny, this book is a great read!

#### The Authority Project by Clare Pooley
This is a beautiful story on what it means to be authentic—the ending made me cry. I loved it!